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  (R1200 Series as the example)1) Outlet connection size is always stated by the last of the four digits in the model number. For example: R1204. The 4 indicates a 4” no hub outlet connection. If there is no letter following the fourth digit, then the outlet connection is no hub (most common). Alternative outlet connection types, P (push on), T (threaded), X (inside caulk),-28 (Type 304 stainless steel), -29 (Type 316 stainless steel), -30 (PVC outlet connection) or –31 (ABS outlet connection) would follow next. For example: R1204P. The P indicates a 4” push on outlet connection.For example: R1204-30. The -30 indicates a 4” PVC outlet connection.2) Roof Drain Series is always stated next by the suffix following the outlet size and type.For example:, R1204-30-EU. The –EU indicates that this is the –EU Series roof drain.The R1200 Series roof drain has the following standard Series of drains: -BUV, -EU, -F, -G, -HC, -JC, -PR, -PR15, -R, -RS, -W, -Z and –90 (found on pages 79 through 86 of the price book)3) Alpha, then, numeric options follow the roof drain Series.For example, R1204-30-EU-B-M-80-6. The –B and –M-80 (-M-80 is one option (low profile aluminum dome and should not be separated) are in alpha order following the Series (-EU) followed by the –6 option in numeric order.(F1100 Series as the example)1) Outlet connection size is always stated by the last of the four digits in the model number. For example: F1103-C-5-1. The 3 indicates a 3” no hub outlet connection. See same explanation as in the Roof Drain section for the other outlet connection variables.2) Clamp ring or no Clamp ring? is always stated after the outlet size and type.For example, F1103-30-C-5-1. The –C indicates that there is a clamp ring.F1103-30-5-1. Indicates that there is no clamp ring.3) Size (type) and material finish of strainer is always stated after the clamp ring suffix                                                                               (or outlet type and size if no –C).For example, F1103-30-C-5-1. The –5-1 indicates that the strainer is 5” round and that it is nickel bronze material.For example, F1103-30-C-S6-3. The –S6-3 indicates that the strainer is 6” x 6” square and that it is stainless steel material.For example, F1444-175-3-5-13. The -175-3 indicates that the strainer has a three quarter grate with a stainless steel veneer. The -5 indicated that the drain has a sediment bucket and the -13 indicates that the body and sediment bucket are  galvanized.4) Numeric options then follow For example, F1103-30-C-5-1-5-6-15. The second -5 indicates a sediment bucket, the -6 indicates security screws and the -15 indicates an extension.         (C1100 Series as the example)1) Outlet connection size is always stated by the last of the four digits in the model number For example: C1104-R-1. The 4 indicates a 4” no hub outlet connection. See same explanation as in the Roof Drain section for the other outlet connection variables.2) Size (type) and material finish of cover is always stated after the outlet size.For example, C1104-R-1. The –R-1 indicates that the cover is 5” round and that it is nickel bronze material.For example, C1104-S-3. The –S-3 indicates that the cover is 5” x 5” square and that it is stainless steel material.3) Numeric options then follow For example, C1104-R-1-6. The -6 indicates security screws.  
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